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Abstract
Neural networks have successfully been applied to solving reasoning tasks, ranging from learning simple
concepts like “close to”, to intricate questions whose reasoning procedures resemble algorithms. Empir-
ically, not all network structures work equally well for reasoning. For example, Graph Neural Networks
have achieved impressive empirical results, while the less structured neural networks may fail to learn to
reason. Theoretically, there is currently limited understanding of the interplay between reasoning tasks
and network learning.
In this paper, we develop a framework to characterize which tasks a neural network can learn well, by
studying how well its structure aligns with the algorithmic structure of the relevant reasoning procedure.
This suggests that Graph Neural Networks can learn dynamic programming, a powerful algorithmic
strategy that solves a broad class of reasoning problems, such as relational question answering, sorting,
intuitive physics, and shortest paths. Our perspective also implies strategies to design neural architectures
for complex reasoning. On several abstract reasoning tasks, we see empirically that our theory aligns
well with practice.
Correspondence to: keyulu@mit.edu
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1 Introduction
Reasoning is about grasping the relations between objects in the world, and from that deriving sophisticated
conclusions and predictions [47, 42, 31]. Recently, interest has been resurging to build neural networks
that can learn to reason [43, 20, 42]. To that end, a broad class of reasoning tasks have been designed,
including relational visual question answering [24, 22, 16, 2, 32], intuitive physics, i.e., predicting the time
evolution of physical objects [7, 53, 54, 17, 12], more abstract mathematical reasoning [43, 11] and visual
IQ tests [42, 59].
Curiously, neural networks that perform well in reasoning tasks usually possess specific, explicit structure in
their computation graph [41, 8, 51], while less structured networks, e.g., fully connected architectures, often
fail [42, 41]. Many empirically successful models for reasoning follow the Graph Neural Network (GNN)
framework [8, 56, 45, 29]. These models consider pairwise relations, and recursively update each object’s
representation by aggregating its relations with other objects [7, 34, 23, 37, 46, 40]. Other computational
structures, e.g., symbolic program execution [25, 57], have been effective for other tasks.
However, there is currently limited understanding of how the reasoning ability and the structure of a neural
network relate. What tasks can a neural network learn to reason about? When and why is a network
structure more effective than the others? Answering these questions can be crucial for building better neural
networks for complex reasoning.
This paper is an initial work towards answering these fundamental questions. We develop a theoretical
framework to characterize what tasks a neural network can reason about well. Our framework is motivated
by a seemingly simple observation: many reasoning procedures resemble algorithms. Hence, we study how
well a reasoning algorithm “aligns” with the computation graph of the network. Intuitively, if the structures
align, the network can easily learn to simulate the reasoning procedure.
We formalize this intuition of alignment, and show initial support for our hypothesis that alignment fa-
cilitates learning. First, we provide an example how the alignment can affect a theoretical analysis: in a
sequential setting, when the structures of network and reasoning algorithm align, the network can learn
more sample-efficiently, since the sub-modules it needs to learn are simpler.
Next, we study what algorithms a few example neural architectures structurally align with. In particular, we
highlight that GNNs structurally match the broadly applicable algorithmic paradigm of dynamic program-
ming (DP) [10]. We illustrate that we can solve a broad range of reasoning problems with DP, and thus,
GNNs. Our results offer an explanation for the effectiveness (and hence popularity) of GNNs for reasoning,
and are reflected empirically.
Our algorithmic structural condition differs from structural assumptions common in learning theory [49,
6, 5, 36, 19, 15, 4, 1] and specifically aligns with reasoning. Our main contribution is to introduce and
formalize this structural alignment perspective, along with implications. This new perspective also implies
strategies for designing architectures for complex reasoning. Our main results are summarized as follows:
1. We introduce the perspective of algorithmic alignment to analyze learning for reasoning.
2. Our initial theoretical results suggest that structural alignment is desirable for generalization.
3. We apply our perspective to analyze what we expect some popular networks to learn well, and show
that Graph Neural Networks align with dynamic programming.
4. On a test suite of reasoning tasks, our empirical results support our theoretical findings.
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Figure 1: Algorithmic alignment. Our framework suggests that algorithmic alignment implies generaliza-
tion. The algorithm (bottom left) and the neural network (bottom right) structurally align: the network can
simulate the algorithm by filling in (learning) simple functions via the MLP modules (bottom purple blocks).
An MLP, however, does not well align with the algorithm, because it needs to learn to simulate the entire
for loop. The top row illustrates the structures: nodes are variables in an algorithm or representation vectors
in a network; arrows refer to an algorithm step or an MLP taking in end nodes as input.
2 Preliminaries: Abstract Reasoning
We begin by summarizing our setting and common models for reasoning and, along the way, introduce our
notation. Let S denote the universe, i.e., a configuration/set of objects to reason on. The object representation
vectors, Xs ∈ Rn for s ∈ S, could be state descriptions [57, 41] or high-level features learned from raw
data [30, 41]. Information about the question can be included in the object representations. Given a set
of universes {S1, ..., SM} and answer labels {y1, ..., yM} ⊆ Y , we aim to learn a function g, potentially
parameterized by a neural network, that can answer questions about unseen universes, y = g (S).
If we reason about a single-object universe, e.g., classification, applying a multilayer perceptron (MLP)
on the object representation usually works well [30]. But, for multiple-object universes, simply apply-
ing an MLP to the concatenated object representations often leads to poor generalization [41]. To bet-
ter learn functions of a set of objects, Zaheer et al. [58] propose Deep Sets. Deep Sets’ structure, y =
MLP2
(∑
s∈S MLP1 (Xs)
)
encodes permutation-invariant functions.
Graph Neural Networks (GNNs). GNNs too are permutation invariant, but focus on pairwise relations.
Their structure follows a message passing scheme [18, 55], where the representation h(k)s of each object s
(in layer k) is recursively updated by aggregating its pairwise interactions with other objects:
h(k)s =
∑
t∈S MLP
(k)
1
(
h(k−1)s , h
(k−1)
t
)
, hS = MLP2
(∑
s∈S h
(K)
s
)
, (2.1)
where hS is the answer/output and K is the number of GNN layers. We initialize h
(0)
s = Xs. Instead of the
sum, other aggregation functions are used, too.
Originally proposed for learning on graphs [45], GNNs have become a widely used model for reasoning too
[8]. Relation Networks [41] and Interaction Networks [7] resemble one-layer GNNs, Recurrent Relational
Networks [37] apply LSTMs [21] after aggregation, and Transformers [50] aggregate with an attention
mechanism. While, in graphs, one aggregates over neighboring nodes, GNNs for reasoning typically use all
pairs, corresponding to message passing on a complete graph.
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3 Theoretical Framework: Algorithmic Structural Alignment
Curiously, many models for reasoning are structured neural networks. Next, we study how the network
structure and task may interact. To do so, we observe that the answer to many reasoning tasks may be
derived by following an algorithm; we further illustrate this in Section 4. For example, the answer to the
shortest paths problem can be computed by the Bellman-Ford algorithm [9], shown in Fig. 1. Intuitively, if
a network can learn the algorithm, it can learn to answer the task.
In principle, many neural networks can represent algorithms. For example, DeepSets can universally repre-
sent permutation-invariant set functions [58, 52]. This also holds for GNNs and MLPs (our setting differs
from [44, 56], who study functions on graphs):
Proposition 3.1. Let f : Rd×N → R be any continuous functions over sets S of bounded cardinality
|S| ≤ N . If f is permutation-invariant to the elements in S and the elements are in a compact set in Rd,
then f can be approximated arbitrarily closely by a GNN (of any depth).
Proposition 3.2. For any GNN N , there is an MLP that can represent all functions N can represent.
But, empirically, not all network structures work equally well when learning these algorithms. Intuitively,
a network may learn well if it can represent a function “more easily”. We formalize this idea by our notion
of algorithmic alignment. Indeed, not only the reasoning procedure has an algorithmic structure: the neural
network’s architecture induces a computational structure on the function it computes. This corresponds to
an algorithm that prescribes how the network combines computations from modules. Fig. 1 illustrates this
idea for a GNN, where the modules are the MLPs applied to pairs of objects. The GNN “matches” the
algorithmic structure of the Bellman-Ford algorithm: it can simulate the algorithm if each of its modules
learns a simple function (sum or min).
We could simulate the Bellman-Ford algorithm with an MLP too. But, a match of network modules to
algorithmic steps would e.g. need to learn sparse MLPs that mimic the pairwise operations despite all
objects as input, or an MLP that simulates the entire for loop as a whole, which is a much more complex
function and, hence, would presumably need many more samples to learn. In short, without aligning well,
the network may have to infer more of the algorithmic structure from data.
This perspective suggests that whether a neural network can reason about a task may depend on whether
there exists an algorithmic solution that the network structurally aligns with.
3.1 Formalization
We formalize the above intuition about simple modules in a PAC learning framework [48]. PAC learnability
formalizes simplicity as sample complexity, i.e., the number of samples needed to ensure low test error
with high probability. It refers to a learning algorithm A that, conditioned on training samples {xi, yi}Mi=1,
outputs a function f = A({xi, yi}Mi=1). The learning algorithm here is the training method for the neural
network, which is different from the reasoning algorithm.
Definition 3.3. (Learnability). Fix an error parameter  > 0 and failure probability δ ∈ (0, 1). Suppose
{xi, yi}Mi=1 are i.i.d. samples from some distributionD, and the data satisfies yi = g(xi) for some underlying
function g. Let f = A({xi, yi}Mi=1) be the function generated by a learning algorithmA. Then g is (M, , δ)-
learnable with A if
Px∼D [‖f(x)− g(x)‖ ≤ ] ≥ 1− δ. (3.1)
The sample complexity CA (g, , δ) is the minimum M so that g is (M, , δ)-learnable with A.
We then say that a network architecture aligns well with an algorithm if it can simulate the algorithm via a
limited number of (types of) modules, and each module is simple, i.e., efficiently learnable.
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Definition 3.4. (Algorithmic structural alignment). Let g be a reasoning function andN a neural network
with n modules Ni. The module functions f1, ..., fn generate g for N if, by replacing Ni with fi, the
networkN simulates g. ThenN (M, , δ)-aligns with g if (1) f1, ..., fn generate g and (2) there are learning
algorithms Ai for the Ni’s such that n ·maxiCAi(fi, , δ) ≤M .
The structures align well if the sample complexity M is small. This implies all algorithm steps fi are easy
to learn. The number of modules n can be kept small via weight sharing.
Next, we show an initial result demonstrating that structural alignment is desirable for generalization. The-
orem 3.5 states that, in a setting where we sequentially train modules of a network with auxiliary labels,
alignment implies generalization: if the network (M, , δ)-aligns with an algorithm, then the algorithm is
(M,O(), O(δ))-learnable by the network. In Section 5 we will see that, empirically, the same pattern holds
for end-to-end learning. We prove Theorem 3.5 in the Appendix.
Theorem 3.5. (Structural alignment implies learnability). Fix  and δ. Suppose {Si, yi}Mi=1 ∼ D, where|Si| < N , and yi = g(Si) for some g. Suppose N1, ...,Nn are network N ’s MLP modules in a sequential
order. Under the following assumptions, g is (M,O(), O(δ))-learnable by N .
a) Structural alignment. N and g (M, , δ)-align via functions f1, ..., fn.
b) Algorithm stability. Let A be the learning algorithm for the Ni’s. Suppose f = A({xi, yi}Mi=1), and
fˆ = A({xˆi, yi}Mi=1). For any x, ‖f(x)− fˆ(x)‖ ≤ L0 ·maxi ‖xi − xˆi‖, for some L0.
c) Sequential training. We train Ni’s sequentially: N1 has input samples {xˆ(1)i , f1(xˆ(1)i )}Ni=1, with xˆ(1)i
obtained from Si. For j > 1, the input xˆ
(j)
i for Nj are the outputs from the previous modules, but labels are
generated by the correct functions fj−1, ..., f1 on xˆ
(1)
i .
d) Lipschitzness. The learned functions fˆj satisfy ‖fˆj(x)− fˆj(xˆ)‖ ≤ L1‖x− xˆ‖, for some L1.
In our analysis, the Lipschitz constants, the universe size, and number of MLP modules are constants going
into O() and O(δ). While a fine-grained analysis is possible, we leave it for future work.
3.2 MLPs and Sample Efficiency Gap
The generalization bound via alignment in Theorem 3.5 depends on the sample complexity of the MLP
modules. Hence, next, we study learnability with MLPs. Recent work shows sample complexity bounds for
overparameterized two or three-layer MLPs by analyzing their gradient descent trajectories [4, 1]. Theo-
rem 3.6, proved in the Appendix, summarizes and extends Theorem 6.1 of Arora et al. [4] to vector-valued
functions.
Theorem 3.6. (Sample Complexity for MLPs). Let A be an overparameterized and randomly initialized
two-layer MLP trained with gradient descent for a sufficient number of iterations. Suppose g : Rd →
Rm with components g(x)(i) =
∑
j α
(i)
j
(
β
(i)>
j x
)p(i)j , where β(i)j ∈ Rd, α ∈ R, and p(i)j = 1 or p(i)j =
2l (l ∈ N+). The sample complexity CA(g, , δ) is
CA(g, , δ) = O
(maxi∑Kj=1 p(i)j |α(i)j | · ‖β(i)j ‖p(i)j2 + log (m/δ)
(/m)2
)
. (3.2)
Theorem 3.6 says that if a function is “simple” when expressed as a polynomial, e.g., via a Taylor expansion,
it is learnable by an MLP. By this notion, complex interactions that involve many objects may require
many samples for MLPs to learn, since the number K of polynomials or ‖β(i)j ‖ may increase in (3.2).
Although Theorem 3.6 only gives an upper bound on the sample complexity, it might still provide a plausible
explanation for why MLPs fail to learn.
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Corollary 3.7. Suppose the universe S contains ` objectsX1, ..., X`, and we have g(S) =
∑
i,j(Xi−Xj)2.
In the sequential learning setting, the upper bound on sample complexity for MLP is O(`2) times higher for
GNN.
The example in Corollary 3.7 illustrates how neural networks with a matching structure, e.g., GNNs, may
get a polynomial improvement in sample complexity over MLPs. In practice, an O(`2) efficiency gap can
be serious with many objects to reason about.
Our framework is general and can work with other sample complexity bounds for MLPs too. Theorem 3.6 is
an illustrative example. Next, we apply our algorithmic alignment perspective to foresee which tasks some
popular networks can reason about.
4 Predicting What Neural Networks Can Reason About
To explore some implications of our perspective, we next study the alignment of popular architectures to
reasoning tasks with increasing complexity. Simpler tasks may serve as modules for more complex tasks.
If an architecture aligns well with a task, we expect it to learn the task well. We then introduce a neural
architecture design strategy for complex reasoning. The experiments in Section 5 empirically validate the
findings in this section.
Single-object feature extraction. Given “disentangled” object representations X = [h1, h2, ..., hk], where
each hi ∈ Rdi is a feature like color or shape, by Theorem 3.6, an MLP can provably learn to extract, and
answer questions about, relevant features, e.g., “What is the color of the cat?”. Disentangled representations
have also empirically shown good generalization [57, 41].
Corollary 4.1. Feature extraction functions gi : Rd → Rdi , gi(X) = hi are learnable with O(log(1/δ)/2)
samples by an MLP.
Summary statistics. Deep Sets, i.e., MLP2(
∑
s∈S MLP1(Xs)), align with summary statistics, because the
MLP1 can extract object features. In particular, they can count, e.g., “How many white cats with blue eyes
are there?”, and learn max or min statistics by using smooth approximations like the softmax maxs∈S Xs ≈
log(
∑
s∈Xs exp(Xs)). For maxima, max pooling likely works better [38], because it aligns with the max
even better than sum.
Pairwise relations. Deep Sets, however, do not align well with pairwise object relations, since those are
not easily encoded by summing over all individual objects, i.e., via
∑
s∈S MLP1(Xs).
Claim 4.2. Suppose g(x, y) = 0 if and only if x = y, e.g., g(x, y) = (x − y)2. There is no f such that
g(x, y) = f(x) + f(y).
Hence, the MLP2 in Deep Sets must learn the pairwise relations. Corollary 3.7 suggests this may indeed
be more difficult for MLPs, as no network structure can be exploited. In contrast, GNNs model pairwise
relations with
∑
s,t MLP(Xs, Xt). By Corollary 4.1, MLP(Xs, Xt) can learn to extract relevant features in
[Xs, Xt]. Hence, each GNN iteration can reason about simple functions, e.g., sum/max/min, over pairwise
relations, e.g., “Which two cats are the farthest apart?”. In Section 5, we will see that indeed, Deep Sets fail
to learn answering such questions, but GNNs learn well.
Higher-order relations. For relations between more than two objects, one may use MLPs that take in
multiple objects [8, 35], generalizing from graphs to (directed) hypergraphs. We refer to such networks as
Hypergraph Relation Network (HRN). An one-layer HRN with triplet input is defined as
MLP2
(∑
s,t,l∈S MLP1
(
h(k−1)s , h
(k−1)
t , h
(k−1)
l
))
. (4.1)
HRNs, however, are computationally expensive (e.g.,O(|S|3) for triplets). Often, this expense is not needed:
many complex relations can be recursively reduced to pairwise relations as we see next.
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4.1 GNNs Can Perform Complex Reasoning through Dynamic Programming
GNNs structurally align with the powerful algorithm paradigm dynamic programming (DP) [10, 13]. DP
solves a complicated problem by recursively breaking it down into simpler sub-problems, i.e.,
Answer[k][i] = DP({Answer[k − 1][j]} , j = 1...n), (4.2)
where Answer[k][i] denotes the answer to the sub-problem indexed by k and i, and DP is an algorithm-
dependent update rule which obtains Answer[k][i] by reducing it to Answer[k − 1][j]’s. Answer[k][i] can
also depend on answers from step k − 2, k − 3, ... by remembering answers from previous steps. Often, the
updates DP(·) are fairly simple, e.g., min/max/sum.
The structure of GNNs naturally matches that of DP. The GNN representation vectors h(k)i correspond to
Answer[k][i], and the message passing update corresponds to the DP update. Theorem 3.5 suggests that a
GNN can learn to simulate the underlying DP algorithm if it learns the DP update rules in each recursive
step, and it has at least the same number of steps (depth) as the DP algorithm. Next, we show examples of
reasoning tasks that can be solved by DP, and thus, by GNNs.
Relational question answering. A complex relational question can be answered through DP if we can
recursively break it down to simpler relational questions. An example is “Which cat is the closest to the cat
which is the closest to ...?” [37]. A DP solution would reduce the question of finding the k-hop closest cat
to finding the cat that is closest to the (k − 1)-hop closest cat as follows:
closest[1][i] = argminj d(i, j), closest[k][i] = closest[k − 1]
[
closest[1][i]
]
for k > 1, (4.3)
where closest[k][i] is cat i’s k-hop closest cat. If a GNN maintains h(k)i = [closest[k][i], closest[1][i]], then
the DP update rules, i.e., finding the argmin of pairwise distances and conditionally copying another object’s
features, are learnable by an iteration of GNN.
Shortest paths. Many known algorithms for the (single-source) shortest paths problem are DP in na-
ture [14, 9]. An example is the Bellman-Ford algorithm [9], which recursively updates the minimum dis-
tance between each object u and the source object s within k steps:
distance[1][u] = cost(s, u), distance[k][u] = minv
{
distance[k − 1][v] + cost(v, u)}, (4.4)
If a GNN maintains h(k)u = [distance[k][u], Xu], where we need Xu if cost(v, u) = cost(Xv, Xu) needs to
be learned too, then the sum distance[k− 1][v]+ cost(v, u) is simple to be learned by MLP(h(k−1)v , h(k−1)u ).
Moreover, since min pooling can be approximated by sum pooling as we have discussed, GNNs can provably
learn the DP update, and thus, can reason about shortest paths.
Divide and conquer, greedy, sorting, and intuitive physics. We can formulate many more reasoning
problems as roughly DP and solve them with GNNs. Divide and conquer and greedy algorithms [13] fall
under the general framework of DP. Divide and conquer also breaks a problem into sub-problems, but
it only combines answers to non-overlapping sub-problems. This simpler algorithmic paradigm already
solves many challenging reasoning problems, such as the classic Tower of Hanoi puzzle. Greedy algorithms
maintain a single optimum, whereas DP/GNNs maintain answers to many sub-problems. GNNs can learn to
sort [8], because we can count how many objects are “smaller than” an object through pairwise comparisons.
Moreover, a GNN can predict the trajectories of physical objects if it learns a simple law of physics as the
DP update rule [40].
Discrete mathematics and theory. In fact, we could even reason about many profound questions in
discrete mathematics and theoretical computer science (TCS) via DP, and thus, GNNs. Graph minor theory
via DP gives one of the deepest results in discrete mathematics [27, 39]. While in TCS, DP is one of the
best tools to obtain a polynomial time approximation algorithm for problems known to be NP-hard. For
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(a) Maximum value difference.
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(b) Furthest pair.
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(d) Subset sum. Random is 50%.
Figure 2: Test accuracies on four abstract reasoning tasks with increasing complexity. GNNk is GNN
with k iterations. (a) Computing a summary statistic of the universe. All models except MLP generalize.
Sorted MLP refers to an MLP with input treasures sorted by value. (b) Simple relational reasoning. Deep
Sets and MLP fail. (c) Dynamic programming. Only GNNs with at least three iterations generalize. (d) An
NP-hard problem. Even GNNs fail, and only NES generalizes.
example, DP for the traveling salesman problem (TSP) in Euclidean space gives one of the best known
approximation algorithms [3, 33]. Thus, our theory also provides an explanation for the effectiveness (and
hence popularity) of applying GNNs to solve NP-hard combinatorial problems [46, 28].
4.2 Neural Algorithms: a Neural Architecture Design Strategy
To reason about tasks that involve more complicated operations, e.g., computing the maximum flow or
solving a linear program [13], our framework suggests we shall instantiate a similar structure in the network.
We name neural networks that follow this architecture design strategy Neural Algorithms. As one example,
we apply the neural algorithm strategy to an NP-hard reasoning problem.
Neural Exhaustive Search. Given a set of numbers, the subset sum problem asks whether there exists
a subset that sums to 0. Subset sum is NP-hard [26]. Although there is a pseudo-polynomial time DP
solution [13], it requires maintaining all possible sum so far at each step, so a GNN would need many
more representation vectors to store these answers. This may be difficult if a GNN always retains the same
number of representation vectors. Otherwise, we can consider a simple exhaustive search strategy, where
we compute the sum for all 2|S| possible subsets τ and decide whether any of them is 0. This leads to a
neural algorithm we name Neural Exhaustive Search (NES).
MLP2(maxτ⊆S MLP1 ◦ LSTM(X1, ..., X|τ | : X1, ..., X|τ | ∈ τ)). (4.5)
NES structurally aligns with the exhaustive search algorithm if the LSTM learns to sum, MLP1 learns to
check whether its input is zero, and the max pooling layer summarizes this test for all subsets. In Section 5,
we will see NES indeed solves subset sum, despite the exponential time complexity.
5 Experiments
We design four abstract reasoning tasks with increasing complexity. To separate reasoning from represen-
tation learning, we use disentangled object representations. Data and training details are in Appendix H.
We test the following hypotheses derived from our framework:
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MLPs do not align well with reasoning tasks (Corollary 3.7) and will not generalize well. Deep Sets can
reason about summary statistics but not relations. GNNs generalize well on many reasoning tasks and can
learn dynamic programming (§4.1), but may fail on NP-hard problems. Hypergraph Relation Network
(HRN) (4.1) has similar generalization power as GNNs on many tasks, despite its extra time complexity.
Neural Exhaustive Search (NES) (4.5) can solve NP-hard problems.
5.1 Fantastic Treasure: Relational Question Answering
The universe S has 25 fantastic treasures. We have the magic power to check the location h1 ∈ [−20..20]8,
value h2 ∈ [0..100], and color h3 ∈ [1..6] of each treasure X = [h1, h2, h3]. Treasures change over time,
and we train networks on snapshots of the universe Si to answer two questions.
Maximum value difference. The first question asks the difference in value between the most and the least
valuable treasure. Formally, the answer is y(S) = maxs∈S h2(Xs)−mins∈S h2(Xs).
This question asks a summary statistic of the universe. We expect MLP to fail (Corollary 3.7) and other
models to succeed. Fig. 2a confirms our prediction. Interestingly, MLP achieves perfect test accuracy when
the input treasures are sorted by value (Sorted MLP in Fig. 2a). This observation is in line with our theory—
when the treasures are sorted, the answer is reduced to a simple subtraction: y(S) = h2(X|S|) − h2(X1),
which MLP can learn (Theorem 3.6).
Our theory also explains why Deep Sets have lower test accuracy than GNNs. We can rewrite the answer
as y(S) = maxs1,s2{h2(Xs1) − h2(Xs2)}. GNNs align with this equation and only need to learn two
operations: max and subtraction. Deep Sets do not loop over pairs of objects and, therefore, must find the
answer through more operations: max, min, and then subtraction. Finally, HRN is slightly behind GNNs,
showing that ternary relations do not give additional gain for this task.
Furthest pair. Our second question asks the colors of the two treasures with the largest distance. The
answer is a pair of colors, encoded as an integer category:
y(S) = (h3(Xs1), h3(Xs2)) s.t. {Xs1 , Xs2} = argmaxs1,s2∈S‖h1(Xs1)− h1(Xs2)‖`1
Unlike values, locations are not totally ordered, so the answer is not just a summary statistic of the universe
and requires reasoning over pairwise relations. MLP and Deep Sets fail to generalize on this relational rea-
soning task (Fig. 2b), confirming Claim 4.2. HRN and GNNs work well with similar accuracies, suggesting
again that ternary relations do not give additional gain for this task.
5.2 Dragon Trainer: Dynamic Programming
A dragon trainer lives in a world S with 10 dragons. Each dragon X = [h1, h2] has a location h1 ∈ [0..10]2
and a unique combat level h2 ∈ [1..10]. In each game, the trainer starts at a random location with level
zero, Xtrainer = [p0, 0], and receives a quest to defeat the level-k dragon. At each time step, the trainer
can challenge any more powerful dragon X , with a cost equal to the product of the travel distance and the
level difference c(Xtrainer, X) = ‖h1(Xtrainer)−h1(X)‖`1× (h2(X)−h2(Xtrainer)). After defeating dragon
X , the trainer’s level upgrades to h2(X), and the trainer moves to h1(X). We ask the minimum cost of
completing the quest, i.e., defeating the level-k dragon.
We can solve the game with a DP algorithm similar to shortest paths (4.4), where the source is the trainer’s
starting location, and the target is the quest dragon. Our game is more challenging than vanilla shortest
paths because the model also needs to learn the cost function c.
We train models on 200, 000 games to predict minimum cost in [0..200]. To make games challenging, we
sample games whose optimal solution involves defeating three to seven non-quest dragons.
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Figure 3: Accuracy breakdown on dragon trainer. Each dot indicates the accuracy of a model (y-axis) on
games categorized by the number of defated dragons (x-axis) in the optimal strategy.
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Figure 4: Accuracy breakdown on subset sum. Each dot indicates the accuracy of a model (y-axis) on
questions where there exists a subset of (x-axis) elements which sum to zero.
Results. As expected, MLP, DeepSets, and one/two-iteration GNNs fail this complex game (Fig. 2c).
Surprisingly, a GNN with four iterations has almost the same test accuracy as a GNN with seven iterations.
In our dataset, the optimal strategies for some games require defeating seven dragons, and the Bellman-Ford
algorithm (4.4) needs at least seven iterations to solve these games. Therefore, the four-iteration GNN must
have discovered a solution to shortest-paths that requires fewer iterations.
One possible DP solution is the following. To compute a shortest-path from a source object s to a target
object t with at most seven stops, we run the following updates for four iterations:
distances[1][u] = cost(s, u), distances[k][u] = minv
{
distances[k − 1][v] + cost(v, u)
}
, (5.1)
distancet[1][u] = cost(u, t), distancet[k][u] = minv
{
distancet[k − 1][v] + cost(u, v)
}
. (5.2)
Update (5.1) is identical to the Bellman-Ford algorithm (4.4), and distances[k][u] is the shortest distance
from s to u with at most k stops. Update (5.2) is a reverse Bellman-Ford algorithm, and distancet[k][u] is
the shortest distance from u to t with at most k stops. After running (5.1) and (5.2) for k iterations, we can
compute a shortest path with at most 2k stops by enumerating a mid-point and aggregating the results of the
two Bellman-Ford algorithms:
minu
{
distances[k][u] + distancet[k][u]
}
. (5.3)
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Thus, this alternative algorithm only needs half of the iterations of Bellman-Ford. Its structure also aligns
with GNN—(5.1) and (5.2) are similar to GNN updates, and the final enumeration step (5.3) can be learned
by GNN’s last pooling layer. The interesting empirical finding aligns with our theory: a neural network can
reason about a task if there exists a structurally matching algorithmic solution.
In Fig. 3, we compare the performance of GNNs on games of different complexity. The accuracies of
single/two-iteration GNNs drop dramatically as the games become more challenging, i.e., as the optimal
strategy involves defeating more non-quest dragons. Indeed, as algorithmic alignment suggests, more than
two GNN iterations are necessary to align with the iterations of a correct reasoning algorithm and find an
optimal strategy for the game.
5.3 Subset Sum
Finally, we consider a classic NP-hard problem: our universe S has six integers X1, ..., X6 ∈ [−200..200].
We ask whether there is a subset of S that sums up to 0.
Results. The neural algorithm design strategy from §4.2 proves useful in this challenging task: Only
Neural Exhaustive Search (NES) achieves a nearly perfect test accuracy (Fig. 2d), confirming again that
neural networks generalize better when the network structure matches the algorithmic structure of a correct
reasoning procedure. MLP and Deep Sets barely outperform random guessing (50%). GNNs and HRN
generalize better, suggesting that they can learn to inspect a small number of subsets.
Fig. 4 shows the fine-grained accuracies for subset sum questions whose answers are yes, i.e., there exists a
solution subset whose elements sum to zero. Indeed, if there exist solution subsets of two elements, single-
iteration GNN always identifies them and can perfectly answer these questions (Fig. 4). In contrast, HRN
fails to identify solution subsets of size two, but succeeds if the solution contains three elements instead
(Fig. 4). This empirical finding can be explained via our theory: Single-iteration GNN considers pairwise
relations, and HRN considers ternary relations. Thus, by algorithmic alignment, they can easily learn to
inspect the sum of every pair (subsets of size two) and triplet (subsets of size three), respectively.
6 Conclusion
This paper is an initial step towards formally understanding how neural networks can learn abstract reason-
ing. We introduce an algorithmic alignment perspective that may inspire architecture design, and opens up
theoretical avenues. An interesting future direction is to design, e.g. via algorithmic alignment, networks
that can learn more general abstract reasoning than GNNs.
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A Proof for Proposition 3.1
We will prove the universal approximation of GNNs by showing that GNNs have at least the same expressive
power as Deep Sets, and then apply the universal approximation of Deep Sets for permutation invariant
continuous functions.
Zaheer et al. [58] prove the universal approximation of Deep Sets under the restriction that the set size is
fixed and the hidden dimension is equal to the set size plus one. Wagstaff et al. [52] extend the universal
approximation result for Deep Sets by showing that the set size does not have to be fixed and the hidden
dimension is only required to be at least as large as the set size. The results for our purposes can be
summarized as follows.
Universal approximation of Deep Sets. Assume the elements are from a compact set in Rd. Any con-
tinuous function on a set S of size bounded by N , i.e., f : Rd×N → R, that is permutation invariant to the
elements in S can be approximated arbitrarily close by some Deep Sets model with sufficiently large width
and output dimension for its MLPs.
Next we show any Deep Sets can be expressed by some GNN with one message passing iteration. The
computation structure of one-layer GNNs is shown below.
hs =
∑
t∈S
φ (Xs, Xt) , hS = g
(∑
s∈S
hs
)
, (A.1)
where φ and g are parameterized by MLPs. If φ is a function that ignores Xt so that φ (Xs, Xt) = ρ(Xs)
for some ρ, e.g., by letting part of the weight matricies in φ be 0, then we essentially get a Deep Sets in the
following form.
hs = ρ (Xs) , hS = g
(∑
s∈S
hs
)
. (A.2)
For any such ρ, we can get the corresponding φ via the construction above. Hence for any Deep Sets, we can
express it with an one-layer GNN. The same result applies to GNNs with multiple layers (message passing
iterations), because we can express a function ρ(Xs) by the composition of multiple ρ(k)’s, which we can
express with a GNN layer via our construction above. It then follows that GNNs are universal approximators
for permutation invariant continuous functions.
B Proof for Proposition 3.2
For any GNN N , we construct an MLP that is able to do the exact same computation as N . It will then
follow that the MLP can represent any function N can represent. Suppose the computation structure of N
is the following.
h(k)s =
∑
t∈S
f (k)
(
h(k−1)s , h
(k−1)
t
)
, hS = g
(∑
s∈S
h(K)s
)
, (B.1)
where f and g are parameterized by MLPs. Suppose the set size is bounded by M (the expressive power of
GNNs also depend onM [52]). We first show the result for a fixed size input, i.e., MLPs can simulate GNNs
if the input set has a fixed size, and then apply an ensemble approach to deal with variable sized input.
Let the input to the MLP be a vector concatenated by h(0)s ’s, in some arbitrary ordering. For each message
passing iteration of N , any f (k) can be represented by an MLP. Thus, for each pair of (h(k−1)t , h(k−1)s ), we
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can set weights in the MLP so that the the concatenation of all f(h(k−1)t , h
(k−1)
s ) become the hidden vector
after some layers of the MLP. With the vector of f(h(k−1)t , h
(k−1)
s ) as input, in the next few layers of the
MLP we can construct weights so that we have the concatenation of h(k)s =
∑
t∈S f
(k)
(
h
(k−1)
s , h
(k−1)
t
)
as
the result of the hidden dimension, because we can encode summation with weights in MLPs. So far, we
can simulate an iteration of GNNN with layers of MLP. We can repeat the process for K times by stacking
the similar layers. Finally, with a concatenation of h(K)s as our hidden dimension in the MLP, similarly, we
can simulate hS = g
(∑
s∈S h
(K)
s
)
with layers of MLP. Stacking all layers together, we have obtained an
MLP that can simulate N .
To deal with variable sized inputs, we construct M MLPs that can simulate the GNN for each input set size
1, ...,M . Then we construct a meta-layer, whose weights represent (universally approximate) the summation
of the output of M MLPs multiplied by an indicator function of whether each MLPs has the same size as
the set input (these need to be input information). The meta layer weights on top can then essentially select
the output from of MLP that has the same size as the set input and then exactly simulate the GNN. Note that
the MLP we construct here has the requirement for how we input the data and the information of set sizes
etc. In practice, we can have M MLPs and decide which MLP to use depending on the input set size.
C Proof for Theorem 3.5
We will show the learnability result by an inductive argument. Specifically, we will show that under our
setting and assumptions, the error between the learned function and correct function on the test set will not
blow up after the transform of another learned function fˆj , assuming learnability on previous fˆ1, ..., fˆj−1 by
induction. Thus, we can essentially provably learn at all layers/iterations and eventually learn g.
Suppose we have performed the sequential learning. Let us consider what happens at the test time. Let fj
be the correct functions as defined in the match of structure assumption. Let fˆj be the functions learned
by algorithm Aj and MLP Nj . We have input S ∼ D, and our goal is to bound ‖g(S) − gˆ(S)‖ with high
probability. To show this, we bound the error of the intermediate representation vectors, i.e., the output of
fˆj and fj , and thus, the input to fˆj+1 and fj+1.
Let us first consider what happens for the first MLP N1. f1 and fˆ1 have the same input distribution x ∼ D,
where x are obtained from S, e.g., the pairwise object representations as in (2.1). Hence, by the learnability
assumption on A1 (match of structures assumption), ‖f1(x) − fˆ1(x)‖ <  with probability at least 1 − δ.
The error for the input ofN2 is thenO() with failure probabilityO(δ), because there are a constant number
of terms of aggregation of f1’s output, and we can apply union bound to upper bound the failure probability.
Next, we proceed by induction. Let us fix a k. Let z denote the input for fk, which are generated by
the previous fj’s, and let zˆ denote the input for fˆk, which are generated by the previous fˆj’s. Assume
‖z − zˆ‖ ≤ O() with failure probability at most O(δ). We aim to show that this holds for k + 1. For the
simplicity of notation, let f denote the correct function fk and let fˆ denote the learned function fˆk. Since
there are a constant number of terms for aggregation, our goal is then to bound ‖fˆ(zˆ)− f(z)‖. By triangle
inequality, we have
‖fˆ(zˆ)− f(z)‖ = ‖fˆ(zˆ)− fˆ(z) + fˆ(z)− f(z)‖ (C.1)
≤ ‖fˆ(zˆ)− fˆ(z)‖+ ‖fˆ(z)− f(z)‖ (C.2)
We can bound the first term with the Lipschitzness assumption of fˆ as the following.
‖fˆ(zˆ)− fˆ(z)‖ ≤ L1‖zˆ − z‖ (C.3)
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To bound the second term, our key insight is that f is a learnale correct function, so by the learnability
assumption (match of structures assumption), it is close to the function f˜ learned by the MLP learning
algorithm A on the correct samples, i.e., f is close to f˜ = A ({zi, yi}). Moreover, fˆ is generated by the
MLP learning algorithm A on the perturbed samples, i.e., fˆ = A ({zˆi, yi}). By the algorithm stability
assumption, fˆ and f˜ should be close if the input samples are only slightly perturbed. It then follows that
‖fˆ(z)− f(z)‖ = ‖fˆ(z)− f˜(z) + f˜(z)− f(z)‖ (C.4)
≤ ‖fˆ(z)− f˜(z)‖+ ‖f˜(z)− f(z)‖ (C.5)
≤ L0max
i
‖zi − zˆi‖+  w.p. ≥ 1− δ (C.6)
where zi and zˆi are the training samples at the same layer k. Here, we apply the same induction condition as
what we had for z and zˆ: ‖zi − zˆi‖ ≤ O() with failure probability at most O(δ). We can then apply union
bound to bound the probability of any bad event happening. Here, we have 3 bad events each happening
with probability at most O(δ). Thus, with probability at least 1−O(δ), we have
‖fˆ(zˆ)− f(z)‖ ≤ L1O() + L0O() +  = O() (C.7)
This completes the proof.
D Proof for Theorem 3.6
Theorem 3.6 is a generalization of Theorem 6.1 in [4], which addresses the scalar case. See [4] for a
complete list of assumptions.
Theorem D.1. [4] Suppose we have g : Rd → R, g(x) = ∑j αj (β>j x)pj , where βj ∈ Rd, α ∈ R, and
pj = 1 or pj = 2l (l ∈ N+). Let A be an overparameterized two-layer MLP that is randomly initialized
and trained with gradient descent for a sufficient number of iterations. The sample complexity CA(g, , δ) is
O
(∑
j pj |αj |·‖βj‖
pj
2 +log(1/δ)
2
)
.
To extend the sample complexity bound to vector-valued functions, we view each entry/component of the
output vector as an independent scalar-valued output. We can then apply a union bound to bound the error
rate and failure probability for the output vector, and thus, bound the overall sample complexity.
Let  and δ be the given error rate and failure probability. Moreover, suppose we choose some error rate 0
and failure probability δ0 for the output/function of each entry. Applying Theorem D.1 to each component
g(x)(i) =
∑
j
α
(i)
j
(
β
(i)>
j x
)p(i)j
=: gi(x) (D.1)
yields a sample complexity bound of
CA(gi, 0, δ0) = O
∑j p(i)j |α(i)j | · ‖β(i)j ‖p
(i)
j
2 + log (1/δ0)
20
 (D.2)
for each gi(x). Now let us bound the overall error rate and failure probability given 0 and δ0 for each entry.
The probability that we fail to learn each of the gi is at most δ0. Hence, by a union bound, the probability
that we fail to learn any of the gi is at most m · δ0. Thus, with probability at least 1−mδ0, we successfully
learn all gi for i = 1, ...,m, so the error for every entry is bounded by 0. The error for the vector output is
then at most
∑m
i=1 0 = m0.
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Setting mδ0 = δ and m0 =  gives us δ0 = δm and 0 =

m . Thus, if we can successfully learn the function
for each output entry independently with error /m and failure rate δ/m, we can successfully learn the entire
vector-valued function with rate  and δ. This yields the following overall sample complexity bound:
CA(g, , δ) = O
maxi∑j p(i)j |α(i)j | · ‖β(i)j ‖p
(i)
j
2 + log (m/δ)
(/m)2
 (D.3)
Regarding m as a constant, we can further simplify the sample complexity to
CA(g, , δ) = O
maxi∑j p(i)j |α(i)j | · ‖β(i)j ‖p
(i)
j
2 + log (1/δ)
2
 . (D.4)
E Proof for Corollary 3.7
Our main insight is that a giant MLP learns the same function (Xi −Xj)2 for `2 times and encode them in
the weights. This leads to the O(`2) extra sample complexity through Theorem 3.6, because the number of
polynomial terms (Xi −Xj)2 is of order `2.
First of all, the function f(x, y) = (x− y)2 can be expressed as the following polynomial.
(x− y)2 =
(
[1 − 1]> [x y]
)2
(E.1)
We have β = [1− 1], so p · ‖β‖p = 4. Hence, by Theorem 3.6, it takes O( log(1/δ)
2
) samples for an MLP to
learn f(x, y) = (x− y)2. Under the sequential training setting, an one-layer GNN applies an MLP to learn
f , and then sums up the outcome of f(Xi, Xj) for all pairs Xi, Xj . Here, we essentially get the aggregation
error O(`2 · ) from `2 pairs. However, we will see that applying an MLP to learn g will also incur the same
aggregation error. Hence, we do not need to consider the aggregation error effect when we compare the
sample complexities.
Now we consider using MLP to learn the function g. No matter in what order the objects Xi are concate-
nated, we can express g with the sum of polynomials as the following.
g(S) =
∑
ij
(β>ij [X1, ..., Xn])
2, (E.2)
where βij has 1 at the i-th entry, −1 at the j-th entry and 0 elsewhere. Hence ‖βij‖p · p = 4. It then follows
from Theorem 3.6 and union bound that it takes O((`2 + log(1/δˆ))/ˆ2) to learn g, where ˆ = `2 and
δˆ = `2δ. Here, as we have discussed above, the same aggregation error ˆ occurs in the aggregation process
of f , so we can simply consider ˆ for both. Thus, comparing O(log(1/δˆ)/ˆ2) and O((`2 + log(1/δˆ))/ˆ2)
gives us the O(`2) difference.
F Proof for Corollary 4.1
The main proof idea is that, any object feature hi = XSi is embedded in a subspace indexed by a subset
Si. Hence, the feature extractor function gi(X) = XSi can be represented as a linear function of X , whose
coefficients depend on Si, i.e., which coordinates of X encode the feature hi.
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We can obtain each output coordinate of gi(X)(j) with the following function.
gi(X)
(j) = X
S
(j)
i
= β
(j)>
i X, (F.1)
where β(j)i ∈ Rd has 1 at the S(j)i -th entry and 0 otherwise, and S(j)i is the j-th element in Si. Thus, we
have ‖β(j)i ‖2 = 1 for any i and j. Suppose the length of each object feature di = |Si| is some constant. It
then follows from Theorem 3.6 that
CA(gi, , δ) = O
(
log (di/δ)
(/di)
2
)
= O
(
log (1/δ)
2
)
(F.2)
G Proof for Claim 4.2
We prove the claim by contradiction. Suppose there exists f such that f(x) + f(y) = g(x, y) for any x and
y. This implies that for any x, we have f(x) + f(x) = g(x, x) = 0. It follows that f(x) = 0 for any x.
Now consider some x and y so that x 6= y. We must have f(x) + f(y) = 0 + 0 = 0. However, g(x, y) 6= 0
because x 6= y. Hence, there exists x and y so that f(x)+f(y) 6= g(x, y). We have reached a contradiction.
H Experiments: Data and Training Details
H.1 Fantastic Treasure: Maximum Value Difference
Dataset generation. In the dataset, we sample 50, 000 training data, 5, 000 validation data, and 5, 000 test
data. For each model, we report the test accuracy with the hyperparameter setting that achieves the best
validation accuracy. In each training sample, the input universe consists of 25 treasures X1, ..., X25. For
each treasure Xi, we have Xi = [h1, h2, h3], where the location h1 is sampled uniformly from [0..20]8, the
value h2 is sample uniformly form [0..100], and the color h3 is sampled uniformly from [1..6]. The task is to
answer what the difference is in value between the most and least valuable treasure. We generate the answer
label y for a universe S as follows: we find the the maximum difference in value among all treasures and set
it to y. Then we make the label y into one-hot encoding with 100 + 1 = 101 classes.
Hyperparameter setting. We train all models with the Adam optimizer, with learning rate from 1e −
3, 5e− 4, and 1e− 4, and we decay the learning rate by 0.5 every 50 steps. We use cross-entropy loss. We
train all models for 150 epochs. We tune batch size of 128 and 64. We apply weight decay of 1e − 5 for
all models. For the MLP model, we choose the number of of hidden layers from 4 and 8. For models other
than MLP, we set the number of hidden layers of the last MLP, i.e., MLP2, to 4. For models other than MLP,
we choose the number of hidden layers of the MLPs prior to the last MLP, i.e., MLP1, from 3 and 4. For
the MLP model, we set the hidden dimension to 256. For all models, we choose the hidden dimension of
all MLPs from 128 and 256. Moreover, dropout with rate 0.5 is applied before the last two hidden layers
of MLP1, i.e., the last MLP module in all models. Dropout with rate 0.5 is also applied before the last two
hidden layers of the MLP model.
H.2 Fantastic Treasure: Furthest Pair
Dataset generation. In the dataset, we sample 60, 000 training data, 6, 000 validation data, and 6, 000 test
data. For each model, we report the test accuracy with the hyperparameter setting that achieves the best
validation accuracy. In each training sample, the input universe consists of 25 treasures X1, ..., X25. For
each treasure Xi, we have Xi = [h1, h2, h3], where the location h1 is sampled uniformly from [0..20]8, the
value h2 is sample uniformly form [0..100], and the color h3 is sampled uniformly from [1..6]. The task is
to answer what are the colors of the two treasure that are the most distant from each other. We generate the
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answer label y for a universe S as follows: we find the pair of treasures that are the most distant from each
other, say (Xi, Xj). Then we order the pair (h3(Xi), h3(Xj)) to obtain an ordered pair (a, b) with a ≤ b
(aka. a = min{h3(Xi), h3(Xj)} and (b = max{h3(Xi), h3(Xj)}), where h3(Xi) denotes the color of Xi.
Then we compute the label y from (a, b) by counting how many valid pairs of colors are smaller than (a, b)
(a pair (k, l) is smaller than (a, b) iff i). k < a or ii). k = a and l < b). The label y is one-hot encoding of
the minimum cost with 6× (6− 1)/2 + 6 = 21 classes.
Hyperparameter setting. We train all models with the Adam optimizer, with learning rate from 1e −
3, 5e− 4, and 1e− 4, and we decay the learning rate by 0.5 every 50 steps. We use cross-entropy loss. We
train all models for 150 epochs. We tune batch size of 128 and 64. We apply weight decay of 1e − 5 for
all models. For the MLP model, we choose the number of of hidden layers from 4 and 8. For models other
than MLP, we set the number of hidden layers of the last MLP, i.e., MLP2, to 4. For models other than MLP,
we choose the number of hidden layers of the MLPs prior to the last MLP, i.e., MLP1, from 3 and 4. For
the MLP model, we set the hidden dimension to 256. For all models, we choose the hidden dimension of
all MLPs from 128 and 256. Moreover, dropout with rate 0.5 is applied before the last two hidden layers
of MLP1, i.e., the last MLP module in all models. Dropout with rate 0.5 is also applied before the last two
hidden layers of the MLP model.
H.3 Dragon Trainer
Dataset generation. In the dataset, we sample 200, 000 training data, 6, 000 validation data, and 6, 000
test data. For each model, we report the test accuracy with the hyperparameter setting that achieves the
best validation accuracy. In each training sample, the input universe consists of the trainer and 10 dragons
X0, ..., X10, and the request level k, i.e., we need to challenge dragon k. We have Xi = [h1, h2], where
h1 = i indicates the combat level, and the location h2 ∈ [0..10]2 is sampled uniformly from [0..10]2.
We generate the answer label y for a universe S as follows. We implement a shortest path algorithm to
compute the minimum cost from the trainer to dragon k, where the cost is defined in Section 5. Then the
label y is a one-hot encoding of minimum cost with 200 classes. Moreover, when we sample the data, we
apply rejection sampling to ensure that the minimum cost’s shortest path is of length 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 with equal
probability. That is, we eliminate the trivial questions.
Hyperparameter setting. We train all models with the Adam optimizer, with learning rate from 2e−4 and
5e− 4, and we decay the learning rate by 0.5 every 50 steps. We use cross-entropy loss. We train all models
for 300 epochs. We tune batch size of 128 and 64. We apply weight decay of 1e− 5 for all models. For the
MLP model, we choose the number of layers from 4 and 8. For models other than MLP, we set the number
of hidden layers of the last MLP, i.e., MLP2, to 4. For models other than MLP, we choose the number of
hidden layers of the MLPs prior to the last MLP, i.e., MLP1, from 3 and 4. For the MLP model, we set the
hidden dimension to 256. For all models, we choose MLP hidden dimensions from 128 and 256. Moreover,
dropout with rate 0.5 is applied before the last two hidden layers of MLP1, i.e., the last MLP module in all
models. Dropout with rate 0.5 is also applied before the last two hidden layers of the MLP model.
H.4 Subset Sum
Dataset generation. In the dataset, we sample 40, 000 training data, 4, 000 validation data, and 4, 000 test
data. For each model, we report the test accuracy with the hyperparameter setting that achieves the best
validation accuracy. In each training sample, the input universe S consists of 6 numbers X1, ..., X6, where
each Xi is uniformly sampled from [-200..200]. The goal is to decide if there exists a subset that sums up
to 0. In the data generation, we carefully decrease the number of questions that have trivial answers: 1)we
control the number of samples where 0 ∈ {X1, ..., X6} to be around 1% of the total training data; 2) we
further control the number of samples where X1 + ... + X6 = 0 or ∃i, j ∈ [1..6] so that Xi = −Xj to
be around 1.5% of the total training data. In addition, we apply rejection sampling to make sure that the
questions with answer yes (aka. such subset exists) and answer no (aka. no such subset exists) are balanced
(i.e., 20,000 samples for each class in the training data).
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Hyperparameter setting. We train all models with the Adam optimizer, with learning rate from 1e −
3, 5e − 4, and 1e − 4, and we decay the learning rate by 0.5 every 50 steps. We use cross-entropy loss.
We train all models for 300 epochs. The batch size we use for all models is 64. We apply weight decay of
1e − 5 for all models. For the MLP model, we set the number of of hidden layers to 6. For DeepSets, we
set the number of of hidden layers of the last MLP, i.e., MLP2, to 6 and the number of hidden layers of the
MLPs prior to the last MLP, i.e., MLP1, to 4. For models other than MLP and DeepSets, we set the number
of hidden layers of the last MLP, i.e., MLP2, to 4. For models other than MLP and DeepSets, we set the
number of hidden layers of the MLPs prior to the last MLP, i.e., MLP1, to 3. For all models, we choose the
hidden dimension of all MLPs from 128 and 256. Moreover, dropout with rate 0.5 is applied before the last
two hidden layers of MLP1, i.e., the last MLP module in all models. Dropout with rate 0.5 is also applied
before the last two hidden layers of the MLP model.
The model Neural Exhaustive Search (NES) enumerates all possible non-empty subsets τ of S, and passes
the numbers of τ to an MLP, in a random order, to obtain the hidden feature. The hidden feature is then
passed to a single-direction one-layer LSTM of hidden dimension 128. Afterwards, NES applies an aggre-
gation function to these 26 − 1 hidden states obtained by the LSTM to obtain the final output. For NES, we
set the number of hidden layers of the last MLP, i.e., MLP2, to 4, the number of hidden layers of the MLPs
prior to the last MLP, i.e., MLP1, to 3, and we choose the hidden dimension of all MLPs from 128 and 256.
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